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 NUMBER OF PLAYERS: For two and more. Each player controls a team of three                                          riders.

 THE BOARD: Is composed of straight and curved cards which each have 5 spaces. This boxed-set consists of 4 straight 

  and 8 curved cards.

 TYPES OF CIRCUITS: open circuit:

if you want it to last longer, 

just add spaces from the start 

that are no longer in play, 

to the final stretch.

closed circuit:

the total length can be set to 

one complete lap (60 spaces); 

one and a half laps (90 spaces), 

which is a good distance for a leg; 

in two laps (120 spaces), etc.
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 BONUSES The circular cardboard bonus counters are placed in the centre of the table, within reach of all players 

  There are 25 counters in total, which are not shared out but are gained when drafting, 

  as explained below.

 DICE Two           dice are always rolled and added together to get a total, which is the number of spaces 

  that the rider should move. It is important to note that the average of the roll is 7.

 PREPARATION Once the circuit is assembled, the starting player is selected. Each player rolls two           dice and whoever 

 FOR THE START gets the highest score starts. Order of play is set from this player, from left to right or vice versa; 

  it is advisable to go in the same direction as that of the circuit which the riders will take.

 THE START The first player rolls two           dice for each of their               riders and moves as many spaces as 

  the sum of the roll. When they have moved all three riders their turn is over and then the second player 

  does the same, bringing into play their team of three                                    riders. After them, 

  the third player. And one by one the other players start out, throwing two           dice for 

  each               rider.
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 FIG.-3 The first team                                    rolled eight           on his first throw and places the first 

             rider in the eighth space. He rolled a           seven for his second               rider and 

  three           for the last one               .

  The second team                                    got two eights          /          for their first two 

                         riders, who reached the eighth space where the first team’s              rider was already 

  located. With their third              rider, they rolled a five           . Now would be the turn of the first 

                rider of the third team.

FIG.-3
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 ORDER OF PLAY It is very important to keep clearly the order of all riders in play. So in all spaces in which there are 

  two or more riders, they must be placed in order of arrival, from left to right or vice versa, but always 

  the same, so that it is known at all times and in all cases what is the order of play resulting from 

  how riders have been arriving at that space.

  FIGURE 4 shows the order of play after the first round. The riders in this example have been ordered in 

  each space from left to right.

LEFT
RIGH

TFIG.-4

15º 13º

14º 11º 12º 8º 9º 6º 2º

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

10º 7º 4º 5º 3º 1º
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 GAME PLAY After the starting round has finished, all riders are now in the race. From this point on, and for the rest of 

   the game, turns correspond to the order of placement of the riders. Thus, in the second round the first 

  throw of the dice          is by the player whose rider is in the lead, and will only move forward that              

  rider by as many spaces as the sum of the two          dice rolled. It will then be the turn of the player whose 

  team the second-placed             rider belongs to. Then it will be the turn of the third             and so on 

  until the last. That is to say, each player will have to move three times in each round of play.

 DRAFTING A             rider placed immediately behind another can follow in their slipstream i.e. “draft”, instead of  

  rolling the dice. To be able to draft you need to be “stuck” to the rider that is being followed: either 

  beside or in the space behind that of the first position. (FIGURE 5) 

  In FIGURE 4, the rider             in second position can draft the lead              rider, 

  but the third              rider cannot draft the second because there is an empty space between them 

  and therefore it is not “stuck” to the other. The same will happen to the 15th              rider, 

  the last one, which cannot draft the previous one, the 14th             , because it is not “stuck” to it 

  (an empty space separates them, the 4th).

FIG.-5
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  You can draft a rider that is itself drafting. A rider who is drafting does not roll the dice, but rather 

  advances to the space behind the rider it is following. If there are already one or more riders in that space, 

  the rider will occupy the last position in that space, as they were the last to arrive.

  The player rolls the dice for the lead              rider, and gets a          nine and advances nine spaces. 

  The rider              in second-place follows by drafting, and gains a bonus counter, moving to the space 

  behind, never the same one, occupied by the first rider. The third              rider cannot draft the one 

  before because he was not “stuck” to it, and therefore the player must roll the dice. He rolls a           

  four (see Fig.-7). The rider              that follows decides not to draft because it would only move four 

  spaces and therefore throws the two dice. The player gets an eight          and advances eight spaces, 

  reaching space number 16. Now is the turn of the next              rider, who chose to go draft, occupying 

  space number 15 and gains a bonus counter from the centre of the table.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-6
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  YOU CANNOT DRAFT when there are one or more empty spaces between the preceding rider and 

  the one who wants to follow.

  YOU CANNOT DRAFT in the first round of the race, that of THE START.

  YOU CANNOT DRAFT if doing so does not advance at least one space.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-7
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 FIG.-8 In order to understand well what is drafting let us look at an example: 

  1st                -           (8) Moves to space 20.

  2nd                - drafts. It moves to space 19 and gains a bonus counter.

 FIG.-9 3rd                - the third rider cannot draft, because space 11 is empty.  The player rolls a           4 

  and moves to space 14. (FIGURE 9)

  4th                - can draft the 3rd              but does not want to move only 4 spaces, and so rolls the 

  dice          and gets 7. It advances to space 16.

  5th                - drafts the 4th               and proceeds to space 15. 

  It gains a bonus counter for drafting.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-8
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  6th                - drafts the 5th             , and advances to the space 14. It gains a bonus counter 

   for drafting. Note that the “draft” now makes the rider advance from space 8 to 14, 

   ie. 6 spaces, while the previous rider advanced 7. 

   The “draft” looses distance every time they follow riders from the same space. 

   The 5th             rider moved 7, whereas the 6th             rider moved only 6 spaces.

  7th                - Drafting the 6th             wheel would mean only moving 5 spaces (up to space 13), 

   and so the player decides to roll the dice          and gets 11. 

   It advances to space 19 and is placed next to the 2nd              . 

   The pack has been catching up on the breakaway riders, 

   since the riders who go after the 7th              may draft, as shown in FIGURE 10.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-9
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 FIG.-10 8th             - drafting. Moves 11 spaces up space 18. And gains a bonus counter. (FIG.-10)

  9th             - drafts its teammate. Advances to space 17 (it has moved 10 spaces). 

   And gains a bonus counter.

  10th             - drafting. Advances 9 spaces (still greater than 7, which is the average of the two dice) 

   and will occupy space 16, where it meets its teammate             . And gains a bonus counter.

  11th             - drafting. Advances 9 spaces and goes to space 15, together with the 5th             , 

   and gains a bonus counter.

  12th             - drafting. Avances 8 spaces, to space 14, where it is placed, in third place, 

   along with what the 3rd             and the 6th             and gains a bonus counter.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-10
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 FIG.-11 13th             - cannot draft, because there is an empty space (Fig.-9) between itself and the cyclist in 

   front             . The player has to roll the dice. It gets a           7 and advances to space 11, 

   unable to reach the pack yet.

  14th             - does not want to risk being left alone, and drafts the 13th              to the space 10. 

   It gains a bonus counter for drafting.

  15th             - a prudent move would be to draft the previous              rider for the same reasons, 

   but the player takes a chance and rolls the           dice. They are lucky and get 9. 

   They add a bonus counter to the roll (won by its teammate              , the 10th), 

   and thus moves 10 spaces and is placed “stuck” to the pack. 

   With this is is probable that it can draft in the next round and gain a bonus counter.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

FIG.-11
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 THE BONUSES The bonus counters are, from the beginning of the game, in the middle of the table. No one owns them. 

 HOW TO GAIN THEM Every time a rider drafts, the player the rider belongs to takes a bonus counter and places it on the 

  table in front of them and in view of the other players. The bonus counters should not be hidden. 

  YOU CANNOT HAVE more than 5 ••••• bonus counters at the same time. When a player has 

  5 ••••• bonus counters they may not gain any more when drafting a rider from their team (if this 

  means exceeding the limit of 5 bonus counters) as long as they do not use one of the bonus counters 

  reducing the amount of accumulated bonus counters from 5. The bonus counters will be paid immediately 

  after a rider drafts (with the limitation of a maximum of 5 accumulated bonus counters). 

 

 HOW TO USE THEM A player can add bonuses to the roll of any rider of his team. It is decided after making the throw 

 IN SPRINTS of the dice and thus, the rider adds as much as the added bonuses to his roll. The maximum bonuses that 

  can be added to a roll is 3 •••. You can add 1 • or 2 •• or 3 ••• bonuses. 

  And the rider moves the resulting amount,          7 for example, plus one, two or three spaces, which has 

  been added as bonuses. The bonus counters are returned immediately to the general pile of bonus counters. 

  You can draft a rider who has used bonuses, but for this you need to use as many bonuses as they have 

  used. If the player does not, the rider cannot draft and must roll the dice. (FIG.-12)
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 FIG.-12 The lead             rider rolls           6 and adds 2 bonuses ••, moving 8 spaces to space 25. 

  The following one             also adds two bonuses •• and drafts to the space 24, moving 7 spaces. 

  The next             rider if they had two bonus counters could draft the cyclist             ahead, 

  otherwise they would have to roll the dice. 

  The bonus counters can be used on any roll and move of a rider. 

  The rider who drafts should do the same as the rider it is following: if they do not use bonus counters 

  neither should those who are drafting (but they gain 1 bonus counter for drafting); 

  if using one, two or three bonus counters, those who follow must use one, two or three bonus counters 

  to draft (and in this case without gaining any). Remember that the amount of bonus counters that can be 

  “put in” on a turn of a rider is a maximum of 3 •••. 

  And when drafting using bonus counters, none are gained.

FIG.-12

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2516 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
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 THE FINISH All rules of movement (use of bonuses, drafting, gaining bonus counters, etc.) also apply on the last move, 

  when a rider crosses the finish line. Before this happens THE FINISH must be prepared. 

  To do this, cards from the start of the circuit are taken (those in which there are no cyclists and 

  that are not be needed) and placed in front of the finish line. (FIG.-13) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 FIG.-13 The first             rider to cross the finish line uses all his roll (           7 + 2 •• bonus counters, 

  a total of 9) and advances the total number of spaces, 9, to space 4 of the cards that have been added. 

  The second             rider waives the option of drafting and rolls the dice looking to “pass” the first 

               rider. They get           7 and add three ••• bonuses, a total of 10, with which they move 

  10 spaces up space 4. The third             rider cannot draft because it is not “stuck” to another              

  and so rolls the dice, getting           6 and adds the only • bonus they have. 

  They move seven spaces and just reach space 9.

FINISH LINE SPACES

FIN
ISH

FIG.-13
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
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  The fourth              rider if drafting would stay in space 60 and not end in the same round (since it would 

  not move past the finish line) therefore they roll the dice and get 10           , adding 3 bonuses ••• and 

  moving 13 spaces, reaching space 3, in first position; this              rider is overtaking in the “sprint” finish. 

  Imagine that in this round only four riders have crossed the finish line. 

  The winner is this              rider, and in second place is the              rider. 

  In third place is this one              who has finished located in the same space as the second, 

  so has come in with the same time as it. In fourth place is this              rider, 

  who remains 6 spaces from the winner. 

  The winner is not, therefore, the first to cross the finish line, but rather the one who goes furthest after this 

  last turn. In this way, the “sprint” comes into play, boosted by bonuses that may be added to the final turn. 

  Riders entering in the next round will be sorted using two cards of spaces. 

  In this way the final position of all riders can be controlled exactly.
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More information on game play, alternative rules and many other ideas can be found at: www.eljuegodelosciclistas.com

Teams in box model IS

Teams in box model FL


